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The clock has two push buttons (H and M) and one toggle switch (Rise/Set switch) on the back, and one push button on the 
right (dimmer button).  It displays the time in 24-hour format. 

 

Button functions: 

Mode Switch H Button M Button Dimmer Button 

Up/Rise (alarm ON) Set time (hours) Set time (minutes) Light Bulb Brightness 

Middle (alarm OFF) Set time (hours) Set time (minutes) Light Bulb Brightness 

Down/Set (must be held) Set alarm (hours) Set alarm (minutes) Digit Display Brightness 

 

Example: 
To set the clock, press the H and M buttons repeatedly until the time is correct. To set the alarm, hold the Rise/Set switch                        
in the down (Set) position and press the H and M buttons until the alarm time is correct. Make sure the Rise/Set switch is                        
in the up (Rise) position so that the alarm is active. The bulb will begin turning on at the time of the alarm, and will gradually                          
get brighter until it is full brightness 30 minutes later. If you do not wish to use the alarm function, simply leave the                       
Rise/Set switch in its off (middle) position. 

 

Dimmer: 
The lamp can be cycled between multiple brightness levels with the Dimmer button. Note that the level changes when you                    
release the button.  To turn the lamp off immediately, hold the Dimmer button for a second or two before releasing.  

 

Bulbs: 
The clock will accept any medium (E26) base incandescent bulb up to 100 Watts. As with most dimmers, the clock will not                      
work correctly with compact florescent or LED replacement bulbs. 

 

Backup: 
The clock has a battery backup that should last for years. In the case of a power outage, the clock will remember the correct                        
time and alarm settings when power is restored. 

 

Tube Life: 
The included nixie tubes should last for years. However, if one of the digits becomes significantly dimmer or shows visual                    
issues (i.e. digits lighting simultaneously), please contact Tungsten Customs and we’ll be glad to arrange for replacement                 
tubes. They are model IN12-A if you would like to replace them yourself; they simply pull out of the sockets, and the new                       
ones can be pushed in to replace them. 

 
WARNING: 
It should never be necessary to open up your clock. If you decide to poke around inside, Tungsten Customs takes no                     
responsibility for the effect on you or the Nixie Sunrise. 

 
Questions? 
Email: support@TungstenCustoms.com 


